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Next year, we’ll do Fahrenheit 451, but this year we’ve got to 
be satisfied with 450. By the time you receive this, the city 
of São Sebastião do Rio de Janeiro will have celebrated 450 
years since a certain Estácio de Sá came on land on March 1st, 
1565, somewhere between Dogface Hill and Sugar Loaf, near 
the current Iate Clube. The settlement served as base camp for 
his campaign to finish booting the French back home or die 
trying. He succeeded in both cases, dying in battle in January 
1567.

As you can see, starting from the FABULOUS cover designed 
by Marcia Fialho, this edition of The Umbrella is, from start 
to finish, all about celebrating Rio’s 450th anniversary. We are 
especially grateful to the American Chamber of Commerce for 
the loan of their stunning Rio 450 Liberty symbol. As soon as 
we spied it in O Globo, super-Marcia decided we needed one 
for the Brits, too. Ergo, Busby! We think these two characters 
say it with pictures: Happy Birthday Rio! from the English-
speaking community in the Cidade Maravilhosa.

Those of you who have been wondering whether there will be 
any events in the English-speaking community this year, will 
be heartened by the fact that we have turned the corner after 
Carnaval, so we can proclaim the “Return of 4 Corners”, with 
lots of interesting information on events in the merry month 
of March that you should be attending. And, as you’ll see, the 
calendar now lists more than Brazilian public holidays. 

Regular feature Great Outdoors has emulated Samba School 
Unidos da Tijuca this month, heading off to Nova Friburgo, 
where surprises await. The Culture Mulcher will not be back 
to defend his predictions as to what might happen at Carnaval 

2015, because he’s still incensed that a tin pot dictator could 
be shown homage by a Samba School, which would (thanks 
to some very dodgy judging) win the grand prize. Shameful! 

Culturally, Ewa Procter has done a review of a play focusing 
on the turn-of-the-[penultimate] century Rio de Janeiro. The 
Culture Vulture has also focused on Rio long ago, letting you 
know that there was life back then, and amazingly talented 
artists to portray it. Regular Nan Carioca recounts how you 
can get to know Carioca history better these days. 

Who’s up for a mystery? The Umbrella has received a letter 
from abroad, a tale of back to Blighty, hints of lèse-famille, and 
a poignant search for relations lost over 50 years ago. Another 
letter, this time from author Bruce Healey, follows up on last 
month’s review of his Tarantulary Musings. 

To quote the day that is a command: March 4th!! Enjoy Rio!!
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A discussion with Ben D. Donaldson, Matthew P. J. Thomas 
and Edward A. Martin, three recent graduates from Cambridge 
University who have spent two months living in the back room at the 
Anglican Church in Magé…

Mark Simpson So chaps, coming to the end of two months in 
Brazil, what have been the highlights for you?

Ben Donaldson For me, maybe it’s boring, but the highlight has 
been the hospitality. The emphasis on family is something that 
we can learn so much from. The way we’ve been welcomed into 
people’s houses is a wonderful experience.

Matthew Thomas I think it’s being somewhere that’s quite 
exotic, with people who aren’t like Europeans and are warmer, 
more emotional, more tactile! I’ve enjoyed that authenticity of 
relationship.

Edward Martin For me, it’s being able to see joy on people’s faces 
and playing some part in that. Through the services we’ve been 
doing with the kids in one of the local areas close to Magé, kids who 
otherwise have nothing else to do, have been able to participate 
have been able to play some games, do some learning…

MWS Yes, do you want to tell us a bit more about some of the 
projects you’ve been involved in?

BDD One of our projects has been a girls’ football training 
session in an area called Piedade in Magé, which has been really 
exciting. From what we’ve seen, football in Brazil is very much a 
man’s sport and it’s just a great way for them to learn some new 
skills and not feel excluded, and to be able to throw their weight 
around just as the boys can. It’s a wonderful way to see real 
improvement and see people working together and learning a new 
skill. Fantastic.

MPJT And on Saturdays we’ve been working in a place called 
Canal, doing some of the things that Ed was talking about and 
going through some Old Testament stories with them and showing 
them how Jesus ties in with them.

MWS So you came out here wanting to serve God… What will 
you take back to England as things you have learnt from Christians 
in Brazil?

BDD For me, because I’m in a bit of a transition phase, it’s 
taught me about the sort of church I’d like to look for. I’ve learnt so 
much from the sense of community, localised family – particularly 
from our church in Magé – it’s something that I think I’ll really 
crave when I go back and that will make it quite difficult to leave. 

EAM In Britain we can get hung up on “what’s the preaching 
like, what’s the worship like?” in a certain church. What’s admirable 
here is that loving the people around you, loving God, is the most 
important thing. 

MWS Excellent. If there was to be one thing for you that would 
make you think, “I don’t want to leave yet, because I feel I could 
serve in this area, or I’ve got something left to give here” – what 
would that one thing be?

MPJT I would love to be involved in theological reform, to be 
honest. I think that, as we’ve said,  so many of the hearts here are 

so much purer than our own, and that’s something that we need 
to continue to learn from. In terms of serving, I would like to find 
an application for my theological background in providing sound 
teaching, which is probably something emphasised more in the 
British context.

BDD I would love to help the Church reach out to children. My 
experience so far has been primarily that the Church serves more 
of a purpose for those who are older. I would love to help further in 
making Church much more open to them, and inclusive to them, 
than perhaps from what I’ve seen it has been.

EAM I’ve experienced quite a sharp distinction between, on the 
one hand, Brazil being a very Christian country and, on the other 
hand, there being quite a lot of stuff that we as Christians might 
not be so comfortable with. Nowhere was that more visible than 
during Carnival. We had great fun enjoying it, but there was much 
excess, lots of hedonism. It seems like you’re either in one camp 
or the other. I get the feeling from talking to people on the streets 
that young people are turned off by the Church, and where does 
that leave them? It’s a big task, to try and reconnect the younger 
generation, like Ben was saying, with Church. That’s why we’re 
really excited that just before we leave, we are going to be able to 
help launch the Alpha course here in Magé. So, I guess to come 
back and see the fruits of that work would be great.

MWS If I’m understanding you right, Ed, do you mean to say 
that we need to show young people that Church can be about 
having fun as well?

EAM Absolutely. Jesus says, “I’ve come to give you life and life 
in all its fullness.”

BDD Can I just add something to that? Another thing that I’d 
love to come back and see change in is, well, society, I feel like there 
is a huge gap… I don’t think I’ve been anywhere in the world and 
seen such a big gap, of quite vivid inequality. It’s difficult without 
labelling, but it’s pretty obvious that there are big divisions in Rio. 
Big divisions.

MWS Anything else you’d like to say to The Umbrella’s readers?

BDD From my short stay in Brazil, I’d just say never feel that 
you can’t contribute in some small way to making Rio de Janeiro a 
better place to live for everyone, a fairer place. It is worth thinking 
about how you can make a contribution.

MPJT Don’t be afraid of getting your hair wet.

BDD Or your feet dirty.

MPJT Yeah, but “Umbrella”.

MWS Oh, I see, it was a pun on Umbrella. That’s a great note to 
finish on. Chaps, thank you very much.
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BRITISH AND 
COMMONWEALTH 
SOCIETY (BCS)
Restoration works on the 
RG99 Properties

The community properties at Rua 
Real Grandeza 99, consisting of the 
church, the vicarage, and all the land 
around them, stretching as far as the 
Rua da Matriz, are held in trust for 
the British Community by the British 
and Commonwealth Society, the BCS. 
For those who think otherwise, this 
includes none of the British School 
buildings, though the school leases the 
land and uses many of the rooms and 
spaces in the BCS properties. 

As residents of Rio well know, City Hall 
(Prefeitura) has issued a law demanding 
an “Autovistoria” on all buildings in the 
city (above a certain size) at least once 
every five years. This is an engineering 
inspection of the building, the report 
on which makes recommendations 
regarding any refurbishment that 
may be necessary in order to obey 
city ordinances and standards, or any 
repairs that may be needed to guarantee 
structural integrity and safety. 

The vistoria on the RG99 properties 
was carried out in October 2013. The 
inspection was extremely thorough, 
and various recommendations were 
made, with a time limit for each area 
involved. These included repairs, 
restoration to the listed building 
(Church and Cloisters) and the 
electrical installations.  In fact a project 
had already been started to modernise 
the whole electrical system, starting 
with the ancient switches, fuses and 
meters in the room at the front of the 
church. 

The following is a brief history of 
what has been done since 2012. There 
is also a report on Properties in the 
2014 BCS Yearbook, written by David 
Richardson, who took over from 
Derrick Phillips, and is currently the 
BCS Council member responsible for 
the Properties.  

January 2013 - A comprehensive 
survey of the existing electrical 
installation to create a complete set of 
engineering drawings.

Mid-2013 – Due to the Autovistoria 
any final decision on the electrics 
was postponed until the report 
was received. The Autovistoria was 
performed between October and 
December 2013.

January 2014 - Electrics Phase I - 
Renovation of meter room, distribution 
boards and upgrade of cabling to 
Jubilee Hall (see photos).

July 2014 – Electrics Phase II – This 
included the restoration of all the 
electrics in the Dimmer Room behind 
the stage, and power requirements for 
the installation of split air-conditioning 
units for the Church offices and BCS 
rooms.

January 2015 – Power needs and 
split air-conditioning installation 
for Sao Lucas church and School 

offices, completing the Cloisters 
requirements.

February 2015 – Drains by front gates 
cleared of blockage by tree roots (see 
photo).

We shall continue this report in the 
next issue of The Umbrella, with 
future plans and projects. See also our 
Facebook page and website. 

[By Chris Hieatt]

Communications

At the BCS Council meeting on 24 
February the theme for the 2015 
Yearbook was proposed to be “Rio 450 
Years & the British Contribution”, and 
unanimously adopted.  The website 
home page has been updated, and the 
e-News will be returning.

[By Jack Woodall]

Events

Mark your calendars for the following 
upcoming BCS events:

Sat 21st March Quiz Night 7pm

Tue 7 April AGM

British Film Night, one Saturday a 
month starting April: Alec Guiness & 
early Lawrence Olivier classics

TBA April: Jazz Night with TBS

Sat 5 September Beatles Night

Sat 12 December Christmas lunch 
(2014 format)

See you there!

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN 
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
 
The WDA ladies will be returning to 
their activities on Tuesday March 3rd 
full of enthusiasm and ready to face the 
challenges of 2015. 

Once again, our target for the year is 
to surpass the total amount of profit 
made in 2014. For us to achieve this, a 
lot of hard work and dedication will be 
required in order to ensure maximum 
return from our annual Jumble Sale 
in July and the Christmas Bazaar.  
Donations for the Jumble Sale are 
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received all the year round. We are 
looking for household items including 
ornaments, clothes, shoes, handbags, 
toys, jigsaw puzzles, etc.  It would be 
appreciated if you could check that 
any electrical appliances you send are 
in good working order. Deliveries can 
be made during the week to Karen, 
secretary, Christ Church, telephone 
2226-7332 or to the BCS secretary, 
Gaynor, telephone 2537-6695, any time 
between 8.30am and 4.30 pm.  Please 
remember that between 2 pm and 3.30 
pm when school finishes, cars are not 
allowed into the grounds

In addition to these two events, we 
rely very much on the sales of our 
marmalades, pickles and chutneys. 
These products alone are responsible 
for a large portion of the total proceeds.

New supplies of marmalades, lemon 
curd, pickles and chutneys should be 
available around the middle of March.  
These products can be purchased any 

day during the week within office hours 
and especially on Tuesday mornings 
(when the WDA ladies are there) or 
on Sunday after the Church service. It 
would be much appreciated if you could 
pass the word around to your friends 
and neighbours that these products are 
available at very reasonable prices.

If you have any empty marmalade, 
pickles or chutney bottles that we could 
re-use, would you please return them 
to us – with the metal tops please?   The 
Nescafe 100g type bottle is also suitable 
for our use. 

Anyone who can spare a few hours on 
Tuesday mornings (from 8 am. until 
noon) will be more than welcome to 
join the WDA team of volunteers. We 
are busy all the year round but we have 
some good fun and really enjoy the 
work we do.   

SOCIEDADE DE CULTURA 
MUSICAL (SCM)
The Choir of the SCM – Sociedade de 
Cultura Musical -- will give its Easter 
Concert on Monday 30th March 2015 
– at 8pm in Christ Church. That’s 
Monday of Holy Week - Easter Sunday 
falls on 5th April.

Conductor Ruy Wanderley has chosen 
6 shorter pieces, and 1 big one – Cantata 
131 by J. S. Bach. The shorter pieces for 
choir range from the English composer 
Christopher Tye (b. 1505) through 
Praetorius (b. 1571) and Jean Baptiste 
Fauré (b.1830) to more contemporary 
composers Healey Willan and Mark 
Dickey, together with a setting of the 
traditional hymn What wondrous love 
is this?.

Organist Inês Rufino will present two 
preludes for organ Op.122 by Johannes 

Brahms, who wrote very little for the 
instrument, and left these two until the 
last year of his life in 1897.

Cantata 131 is early Bach, written 
when he was at Mühlhausen in 1707/8 
– newly married and just 22 years 
old. The work was commissioned by 
St. Mary’s Church, even though Bach 
was organist at another, St. Blaise’s. 
Although he was invited to St. Blaise’s 
because of his skills as an organist, it 
turned out that the pastor there rather 
feared the excessive use of music in 
worship, which was tremendously 
discouraging to Bach’s energy and spirit 
of innovation at that time. Luckily, 
pastor Eilmar at St. Mary’s encouraged 
Bach, and probably contributed the 
libretto (based on Psalm 130) for this 
Cantata – but he ended up spending 
just a year at Mühlhausen. 

The Cantata is in five sections, starting 
rather solemnly with From the deep, 
Lord, cried I to Thee, but then perks up 
for the fugue Incline thine ear unto my 
voice and hear my supplication. Then 
there is a marathon duet for bass soloist 
Martin Hester and sopranos (with 
cello and oboe playing inter-twining 
parts), a slow chorus I wait for the 
Lord, followed by another marathon 
for tenor soloist and contraltos. The 
last movement is quite happy, in the 
certainty of redemption, and another 
magnificent fugue with a protracted 
theme brings the work to a satisfying 
close.

While not as polished and attractive 
as some of his later works, this is an 
impressive display of Bach’s talent in 
writing interweaving parts to form an 
impressive whole.

The concert will have Inês Rufino as 
organist, and will be conducted by Ruy 

New meter board

Meter room church Anne Robinson and Trish Morrey-Jones

Please donate your empty jars
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Wanderley, who this year is celebrating 
his 30th as music master and conductor 
of the SCM!

THE BRITISH SCHOOL 
(TBS)
The British School celebrated the 
end of 2014 with not one but two 
Graduation Ceremonies. The Barra 
unit came of age as its first Class 11 
passed through its doors to go on 
to universities here in Brazil and 
around the world. It was a landmark 
occasion for the Paul Wiseman 
Campus which now takes children 
from pre-nursery through IB. The 
School is about to embark on the 
final building stage which when 
complete will see the site equipped 
to take 1,200 pupils.

Winner of the Director’s Prize for 
2014 is Ian Reid. The Director’s Prize 
is awarded to the student who best 
represents the Learner Profile and the 
Spirit of The British School.

FOREIGN AND 
COMMONWEALTH 
OFFICE (FCO)
UK expats – Don’t miss out, you 
may be able to vote in the General 
Election, says Electoral Commission
The UK Electoral Commission has 
launched a dedicated overseas voter 
registration campaign. The campaign 
aims to encourage British citizens living 
overseas to register to vote ahead of the 
UK Parliamentary General Election, 
due to take place on Thursday, 7 May 
2015.

To mark the start of the campaign, the 
elections watchdog hosted Overseas 
Voter Registration Day on Thursday 
5 February 2015 in a bid to boost the 
numbers of UK residents overseas on 
the UK’s electoral registers.   

This is the first UK General Election 
where people can register to vote 
online. The Electoral Commission 
hopes that the new online process will 
encourage more UK nationals living 
overseas to register to take part in 
elections from overseas.

To register as an overseas voter, UK 
residents overseas must have previously 
been registered in a UK constituency 
within the last fifteen years. 

Alex Robertson, Director of 
Communications at the Electoral 
Commission said: “A lot of people 
aren’t aware that it’s possible to 

register as an overseas voter for 
the General Election. We need to 
challenge the misconception that 
once you’ve moved overseas you can’t 
take part. Many people can and now 
it’s easier than ever to take the first 
step by registering online.” Overseas 
voters can choose how they want to 
vote. They can vote either by post, by 
proxy or even in person (if they will 
be in their constituency on polling 
day)

The deadline to register to vote is 
midnight on Monday 20 April 2015. 
Overseas voters should register as far 
in advance of this as possible.

The Cabinet Office and Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office are supporting 
the Electoral Commission’s campaign 
to raise awareness of voter registration 
among British residents overseas in the 
run up to the general election.

To register to vote, UK citizens should 
visit <https://www.gov.uk/register-to-
vote>.

AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF RIO DE JANEIRO 
(AmSOC)
Carnaval is done and dusted and the 
American Society will begin its regular 
activities in March. But before we do, 
we announce that at the latest General 
Meeting and Board meeting, held in 
February, The Society’s By-Laws were 
changed to reduce the number of 
Board Members to ten (10) and the 
Executive Board to four (4) members. 
In 2015, the Executive Officers will 
be: President - Vanica Royster; Vice 
President - Gerry Eigen; Treasurer - 
Jim Kappeler; and Secretary – Mike 
Royster. 

On Friday, March 6th, AmSoc will  hold 
one of its favourite events, the Happy 
Hour! Board Member Anna Whyte is 
scouring locations to see which will 
give AmSoc members the best deal. 
For information, please RSVP <events.
amsoc@gmail.com>. 

And on Saturday, March 21st, the 
fabulous Pancake Breakfast will be 
back! Once again at OLM school, Rua 

Visconde de Caravelas 48 in Botafogo, 
starting 9:30 and lasting until there 
are no more flapjacks to be stacked 
on plates, smothered in maple syrup 
and/or jam and/or butter. Juice, coffee, 
etc will as always be available. Kids 
through age 4 are free, age 5-10 are 
R$10, those older are R$15 for paid-
up AmSoc members and R$20 for 
non-members. Don’t miss it, you’ll feel 
sorry for yourself. 

We do need to know how many are 
coming, so RSVP: <events.amsoc@
gmail.com> .

OUR LADY OF MERCY 
(OLM)
We are excited about a series of 
improvements to the school and 
what we have to offer this next 
semester at our Lady of Mercy 
School. We are happy to announce 
that the new Music and Art Rooms 

are finally completed for use 
this semester, and also the mini-
auditorium.

We will have high school students 
attending the Model United Nations 
Program (MUN) in New York City 
this semester. Last semester we had 
middle school students attending 
the MUN in Atlanta. 

On March 28, 2015, our community 
will have its annual International 
Festival. This festival has been a 
yearly event since 2002 and began 
so that our community could 
celebrate differences and learn 
about cultures other than our 
own. The International Festival 
highlights the different countries 
that are represented by the families 
in our community. 

In the past, we have had countries 
such as Argentina, Austria, Bolivia, 
Chile, China, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Egypt, England, Ethiopia, France, 
Germany, Guinea-Bissau, Hungary, 
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, 
Lebanon, Morocco, Mexico, 
Netherlands, Norway, Panama, 
Peru, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Thailand, Uruguay, Vatican, 
Venezuela, in addition to Brazil and 
the United States represented at the 
Festival.

TBS Urca Graduation 2014

TBS Barra Graduation 2014

Ian Reid, winner of the TBS Director’s Prize 2014

https://www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
https://www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
mailto:events.amsoc@gmail.com
mailto:events.amsoc@gmail.com
mailto:events.amsoc@gmail.com
mailto:events.amsoc@gmail.com
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THE UMBRELLA CHATS WITH TANYA HARRIS

RIO 2016
OLYMPIC GLIMPSES

Of us all, you’re the probably the closest, 
most hands-on member of The Umbrella 
community in terms of the Olympics. Tell 
us a little about how you came to be in this 
position.

I have worked on the last three Olympic 
and Paralympic Games. I was the Deputy 
Chef de Mission for the Paralympics 
GB team in Beijing and Vancouver 
and most recently for the GB Olympic 
Team in London. I moved to Rio two 
years ago and set up a business with my 
husband. We’re called ‘Foot in Brazil,’ 
and we specialise in supporting National 
Olympic and Paralympic Committees, 
sports teams and organisations with 
their planning and delivery for major 
sports events in Brazil. So yes, we’re 
pretty hands-on!

There’s an increasing stream of teams 
coming through Rio, doing their 
reconnaissance, testing the ground. 
Which have you had contact with? 

Yes, the flux of teams visiting the city 
has really picked up post World Cup and 
with less than two years to go we’ll see the 
number of teams and visits really ramp 
up. We are involved with supporting a 
number of countries and sports and are 
working with the Paralympic teams from 
GB and Canada, as well as some of the GB 
sports – diving, swimming, athletics and 
sailing. We’re supporting the Australians 
with some of the their plans and the NZ 
sailing and triathlon teams. We’re helping 

some non-commonwealth countries, too: 
Norway and the Netherlands.

Who have your most recent visitors been?

The GB diving team were in Rio for a 
2-week training camp mid-January. It was 
an opportunity for them to train in the 
Olympic pool, the Maria Lenk, and to take 
in some of the essence of Rio and gain that 
hugely valuable experience of knowing 
the city and culture before arriving for the 
Games themselves.

What’s the overall reaction been to Rio? 

All the reactions I’ve heard have been that 
it is a stunningly beautiful city and that it 
will provide the most beautiful backdrop 
to the Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
Of course, for some teams the weather will 
be just like home, and for others it’s at the 
opposite end of the temperature scale. In 
July and August, it’ll be winter here and so 
the extremes for those countries won’t be 
so evident. 

What do they “rehearse” when they’re 
here?

The main purpose of the visits is to 
plan meticulously, to ensure that the 
athletes and support staff have a seamless 
transition from training into competition 
and are as prepared as they can be for 
the change in environment, weather 
conditions, food and so forth. They also 
need to plan accommodation, transport 

and other logistics for those not staying 
in the Olympic Village. This is where 
there have been more challenges, because 
of the lack of accommodation in Rio. 
The topography doesn’t exactly help in 
terms of ease of transport around the city.  
However, the new metro system and BRT 
will certainly help ease these issues when 
they’re finished.

For many of the British athletes, this will 
be their first Games away from home. This 
must generate a lot of excitement as well as 
some anxiety. 

It is always much more difficult to get the 
support of the home crowd when you are 
competing away from home. The “Home 
Games” effect of London will obviously 
be impossible to replicate. There will be 

some athletes who competed in Beijing 
but you’re right, for many it will their first 
Games away from home. For others it will 
be their first Games ever. However, all these 
athletes are travelling the world competing 
in events so they are well used to being 
away from home. 

Is there any way the expat community can 
support the athletes, perhaps attending 
training or in a social situation?

Over the next 18 months, there will be 
45 test events in the city. Some will be 
ticketed and others not, but it would be 
great if the local community could go 
to the events and show their support for 
their home country athletes. Having the 
support of the crowd is something that 
simply cannot be measured, and knowing 
that there are people supporting you can 
boost performance and help you rise to 
the occasion.

The Paralympics are often treated as the 
poor relation of the Olympic Games, but 
we know that all those competing are true 
achievers. Rio has made great progress in 
terms of accessibility for the disabled. But 
is the city ready for the Paralympics? 

I think that by defining itself as a truly 
integrated committee, Rio 2016 has 
made the statement that the Paralympic 
athletes will be treated as equals and this 
will just build on the excellent job done 
in London. That said, there is work to 
be done on the transport system and 
with accommodation to ensure that 
wheelchair users have the same level of 
experience as all other visitors to the 
city. 

From the local expats’ point of view, we 
have a load of questions you may be able 

to answer. Here are a few of them. Should 
we already be in the mix for tickets? 

Yes you can, and should, register now, on 
the Rio 2016 ticket portal website. http://
www.rio2016.com/en/get-involved/tickets

What about accommodation; should we be 
considering letting out our apartments as 
B&Bs? 

Accommodation for visitors is definitely 
one of the areas where we can help. There 
will not be enough hotel rooms, so home 
stays or letting for foreign volunteers and 
spectators is one way the community can 
support those attending and working on 
the Games.

Although we like to stay positive, we 
cannot look at the Bay of Guanabara 
through rose-tinted spectacles. We’ve 
read that the water crisis we are 
experiencing here in Brazil will be so 
extreme by the time the Games come 
round that cleaning up the Bay will be a 
doddle. It will merely need to be swept 
with a broom, as there won’t be any 
water in it. The Bay is the sore thumb 
of the whole event. What has been the 
reaction from the athletes, and how 
confident are people that the situation 
will improve?

The organisers have not shied away from 
the fact that the water conditions need 
to improve and we are assured they are 
doing all they can to make this happen in 
the timeframes they have. The athletes just 
want to ensure that everyone is on the same 
level playing field – or, for these purposes, 
the same choppy waters – and that they 
can compete to the best of their ability. As 
long as this can be guaranteed, they will be 
happy.

Back to being positive, which of the facilities 
you’ve seen have been really impressive?

The Olympic and Paralympic Village is 
hugely impressive and almost complete. I 
think it will be one of the best Villages the 
athletes have ever stayed in. The Maracanã 
is obviously a winner and will be the venue 
for the Opening and Closing ceremonies. 
The backdrops of Copacabana beach and 
the Lagoa will also be magical. 

What about all the building that’s going 
on?

Of the new venues, they are still under 
construction so it’s hard to be precise, but 
the new tennis arena looks impressive as it 
starts to rise form the ground. The plans for 
the canoe slalom venue in Deodoro and the 
construction work now happening in this 
area will ensure it’s another hub of activity 
for the more extreme sports. There is still 
a long way to go until these venues are 
complete and I look forward to seeing the 
progress over the next year. 

Based on your experience, how do you 
think the city of Rio will react to the Games?

Yes, the city will be busy; yes, transport will 
be more crowded but my biggest piece of 
advice is ENJOY IT ALL. The Games will 
not come to Rio again in our lifetimes. Buy 
tickets, go to the events and watch the sport 
on the big screens, get behind the athletes 
and be part of the greatest show on earth. 
For now, during the build-up, it would 
be fantastic if The Umbrella community 
could support all the test events and I look 
forward to keeping you updated with the 
latest news. 

Thank you very much, Tanya. See you in 
April. Let your commentary begin!

Team GB divers at the Maria Lenk

Tanya with Alexei Evanulov, 
Performance Director GB Diving

Sailing Test Event at Marina da Gloria
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EWA PROCTER

BILAC VÊ ESTRELAS

If this 21st Century of ours is not what 
you may have expected, go back into the 
past and land in 1903! It is not too long a 
journey; it takes only one hundred and 
twelve years. However, this journey to the 
past can easily be made these days, by going 
and watching “Bilac Vê Estrelas”. 

Based on the book by Ruy Castro, scripted 
by Heloísa Seixas and Julia Romeu, this 
musical comedy under the direction of 
João Fonseca, presents fifteen songs by Nei 
Lopes that were all specially written for this 
show. The plot narrates what happened to 
poet Olavo Bilac and his journalist friend 
José do Patrocínio during the Belle Époque 
in Rio de Janeiro where they are trying to 
build a zeppelin, a device that foreign spies 
are trying to steal!  

One has to bear in mind that when I 
mention the Belle Époque is has to do with 
the fact that Rio de Janeiro was very French 
at that time. At least, it was trying to be! At 
the beginning of the 20th Century, many 
people had the notion that Rio de Janeiro 
was a tropical Paris, and that everything 
here had to copy what was fashionable 
there: clothes, food, and housing. Even 
now, although times changed and much 
demolition took place, there are still quite 
a number of buildings imitating French 
architecture (one does not have to go too 
far, you just have to look at the outside of 
the Academia Brasileira de Letras, copied 
from the French). 

“Bilac Vê Estrelas” keeps the atmosphere 
of the beginning of the 20th Century, with 
the set by Nello Marrese and costumes by 
Carol Lobato. The musical direction and 
arrangements by Luis Filipe de Lima are 
excellent. The cast of eight, some of whom 
play more than one role, is excellent. Special 
mention goes to André Dias, as Bilac, 
Izabella Bicalho in two different parts, 
and Tadeu Aguiar as Padre Maximiliano, 
described in the program as a priest more 
friendly with the devil than with the saints!

The musical is set in an area that includes 
the Rua do Ouvidor and the Confeitaria 

Colombo, the latter an establishment that 
has been kept almost exactly it was when 
it first opened. Famous poet Olavo Bilac, a 
habitué of glamorous places at the beginning 
of the 20th Century in Rio de Janeiro, gets 
himself involved in an adventure that 
includes seduction, international intrigue 
and a murder attempt. Obviously, he gets 
himself into some tight spots during this. 
As Oscar Wilde (1856-1900) wrote: “We 
are all in the gutter, but some of us are 
looking at the stars”. 

As for his friend José do Patrocínio, the 
famous journalist? Well, he’s set upon 
building an aircraft with the help of 
Brazilian Santos Dumont; he has the idea 
that they could be flying over Paris in the 
famous 14-Bis, causing amazement when 
going round the Eiffel Tour! 

Here I would like to open a parenthesis, and 
mention a very old dispute between Brazil 
and the United States. It has to do with who 
was the true aviation pioneer. In Brazil 
we swear it was Santos Dumont; abroad it 
is said the Wright Brothers were the first 
inventors. But as this is a Brazilian musical 
comedy, Santos Dumont appears as one of 
the characters; the Wright Brothers get only 
passing mention!

While I am writing this article, “Bilac Vê 
Estrelas” is playing at the Teatro SESC 
Ginástico – Av. Graça Aranha, 187 until 
February 22. Unfortunately, this is a short 

THEATRE

run, as is usual at the SESC theatres, but 
the play will be presented again on the 6th, 
7th and 8th of March at the SESC Tijuca, 
before moving to other SESC theatres out 
of Rio during the remaining part of March. 
There is also the possibility of future 
presentations at other theatres.

I wish to close this article with a happy 
comment on people I praised in former 
columns: Suzana Faini got the Cesgranrio 
Theatre Award as “Best Actress” for her role 
in “Silêncio!” (my September, 2014 article); 
Cândido Damn won the same Award as 
“Best Actor” for “Vianinha Conta o Último 
Combate do Homem Comum” (my August, 
2014 article), and Gustavo Gasparani as 
“Best Director” for “Samba Futebol Clube” 
(my November, 2014 article). I extend my 
congratulations to them; they deserved the 
Awards they received. 

And, finally, the information I gave you 
last month on the musical “Constellation” 
is now confirmed: it will be running until 
the 29th of March, at the same Teatro Leblon 
where I had the chance to watch it and 
review it for you! 

(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre 
translator, and Vice-President of the 

Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga

On behalf of the SACI Kitchen Garden 
Project, we would like to send our 
immense gratitude to the British & 
Commonwealth Society of Rio de 
Janeiro, its Committee, members and 
friends for the tremendously generous 
gift of R$4,000 raised at last year’s Mega-
Christmas Lunch, donated to the NGO 
Il Sorriso, of which the project is a part.

As you will all have read in January’s 
Umbrella, the project was the brainchild 
of Australian botanist, Alice O’Connor. 
Her dream of a kitchen garden in the 
heart of the Rocinha community began 
when she met with Barbara Olivi of Il 
Sorriso and started planning for the 
tiny rooftop at Escolinha SACI. A 
design for the space was drawn up and 
Alice crafted self-watering plant pots 
on wheels, to maximise the potential 
of the small garden; recruiting a hardy 
bunch of expat wives to help transform 
the tiny concrete rooftop into a bright, 
colourful and inviting place for the 
young students to enjoy.

From Garden to Kitchen

Lessons began in earnest in March 2014, 
bringing knowledge and gardening 
skills to over 70 young children every 
week, in a series of thoughtfully 
prepared lesson plans, designed to 
encourage learning and enjoyment 
through a hands-on experience of 
growing fruit and vegetables. As the 
lessons progressed, culinary skills were 
introduced, using the very plants that 
were thriving in the Kitchen Garden 
to create fresh, healthy and interesting 
meals for the students to enjoy.

The volunteers soon noticed that 
initial hesitatance from the children 
and teachers had been replaced with 
excitement and enjoyment each week 
as the lessons progressed, with each 
group of students literally racing up 
the three flights of stairs to the garden 
to see how ‘their’ plants had grown 
and flourished during the week. 
Whilst the project has been inspired 
by the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen 
Garden Foundation in Australia, the 
project team have adapted both lesson 
plans and plant choices to reflect the 
availability in Brazil, and to suit the 
palate of their pupils. 

The overall aim, as mentioned in 
January’s article, has been to improve 
the nutrition and eating habits of the 
children living in Rocinha, particularly 
those lucky enough to attend the 
marvellous Escolinha SACI. Each 
week we have introduced new and, 

sometimes, quite radical ideas for 
the food produced in the garden, and 
have been heartened by the speed with 
which the students have incorporated 
new ways of healthy food preparation 
and choices into their daily lives. As 
Barbara Olivi recently told Alice, she is 
now hearing from parents about how 
their children are requesting healthier 
alternatives to traditional meals at 
home, introducing more fruit and 
vegetables into their diets, for life.

Seeking self-sufficiency

As with any NGO, particularly one 
relying on expat volunteers, there 
is an inevitable turnover of regular 
assistants at the project, and the aim 
has always been to make the garden 
as self-sufficient as possible. This has 
included educating the hard-working, 
but already busy, teachers at the 
nursery about the project, teaching 
them new skills and providing them 
with materials and lesson plans so 
that they can get fully involved in the 
future of the project. As a result of the 
significant funding we have received 
from the BCS and its supporters, we 
are extremely delighted to announce 
that we can now afford to pay for a full-
time kitchen garden teacher!

On top of this, the excellent PR 
generated by the funding and 
the Umbrella article has had far-
reaching effects, most significantly by 
encouraging other funding sources. 
One such result has been the award of 
a grant of R$10,000 by the Australian 
Embassy in Brasilia, which will pay for 
the renovation of a small classroom 
into a kitchen and play area, kitchen 
equipment and materials and air 
conditioning.

Family Picnic Day

In addition we have received interest 
from several volunteers wishing to 
join our vibrant project team, as well 
as help in organising various fund 
raising coffee mornings in the local 
expat community. One very exciting 

and worthwhile project which we 
can now undertake is a Family Picnic 
for the students and their parents to 
enjoy: a day out with healthy food, fun 
and games with an aim of generating 
positive interaction between the 
project team and teachers with the 
Mums and Dads of this new and 
thriving generation of gardeners!

As the children have sown their seeds, 
fed and nurtured the burgeoning 
plants, protected them from pests 
and learned about the nutritional 
content and vitamins produced, they 
have now reaped the first harvest 
and feasted happily on wonderful, 
organically grown fresh food. They 
have prepared and cooked egg-free 
vegetable quiches, hand-made organic 
pizzas, scoffed honey drizzled baked 
apples, skewered fruit kebabs and 
also enjoyed their own ‘by the Kilo’ 
restaurant, high up in this tiny slice of 
paradise in Rocinha. 

The volunteers of the SACI Kitchen 
Garden are overwhelmed with the 
generosity of BCS and its friends and 
fully reinvigorated for the new term, 
starting in early March 2015. There 
is so much promise in this project: it 
has already made a real life difference 
to all of those involved and we hope 
it continues to do so for long into the 
future. 

We couldn’t have done it without you 
– so thank you all very much.

On behalf of the SACI Kitchen Garden 
Project Team and Il Sorriso

From: Alice, Kim, Paola, Jackie, 
Carlotta, Jo, Jacopo, Marianna, 
Federica, Sherry, Marco, Carlo, Barbara 
and Barbara and the Tias

Like us on Facebook: 

h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m /
Sacikitchengarden

See some of our films on YouTube: 
http://youtu.be/g1vFymPKsgY

A rich harvest

Charity

Rooftop Gardeners

https://www.facebook.com/Sacikitchengarden
https://www.facebook.com/Sacikitchengarden
http://youtu.be/g1vFymPKsgY
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Macavity?
Fiona Brown

Saíra sete cores (green-headed tanagers) divvy up the bananas
Alexander Corrie

Sloth: ai, que preguiça!
Julie Reid

Late night bloomer
Liz Wynn-Jones

Yes, Virginia, there is a pink dolphin on the Rio Negro
Julie Reid

SNAP!
Send
News 
And 

Pictures

Let’s be seeing YOU in The Umbrella in 2015. 
Send News And Pictures and we’ll try to get you into print. 

The Umbrella. Make it YOUR Umbrella.
  

Send News and high resolution Pictures to 
the.umbrella@terra.com.br

Cricket                Games and Puzzles
Cricket has come a long way in 
Rio de Janeiro after an enthusiastic 
conversation in Copacabana’s Pavão 
Azul bar in November 2011 led to 
cricket being reborn here after a 20-
year absence. At the club’s debut at the 
2011 Brazil’s National Championships 
the team were runners-up and the State 
trophy followed at the very next attempt 
the following year. Other highlights 
have been a coaching session in 
Complexo Alemão with Prince Harry 
and an appearance teaching the Lado a 
Lado soap opera stars on Globo TV. 

In 2012, the CCC secured a home 
ground at a beautiful polo club in 
Itaguaí, 70 kilometres west of Zona 
Sul, and has since built a small pavilion 
and improved the existing clubhouse 
infrastructure, to the point that we have 
now hosted three consecutive National 
Championships (in November) as 
well as welcoming touring sides from 
London and Bahrain. This year, the 
CCC are set to host touring teams 
from São Paulo, Chile and the Falkland 
Islands as well as embarking on its own 
tour to Santiago, Chile in November.

The CCC has a burgeoning member-
ship of over 40 members and has a full 

calendar planned for the 2015 season 
with practices in Leblon and home 
matches in Itaguai which is a great day 
out for the family with large grounds, 
horses and swimming pool and BBQ 
area. Last Saturday, the CCC held 
its first match of the year at Itaguai, 
an intra-club T20 game with teams 
captained by outgoing captain, Johnny 
Pringle and new captain, Oliver 
Ballhatchet. 

For further information you can visit 
the club’s site <www.cariocacricket.
com>, or follow the CCC on Facebook 
and Twitter. If you are interested in 
playing cricket in a fun and sociable 
environment and meeting cricket 
enthusiastic from all corners of the 
globe, please contact Craig or Vim at 
<cariocacricket@gmail.com>.

A tough walk, a soothing bath, what’s 
next... Sprouts.
from Enigma
 

Surely not?
A tourist decides to save money by walking all the way up the 
Corcovado. Leaving at sunrise, firstly at a brisk pace but subse-
quently stopping and starting various times, she does make it to 
the top. Exhausted, and foolishly, she sleeps the night under a 
bush. The following morning, the tourist returns downhill, along 
exactly the same path but at a slightly quicker overall pace as 
might be expected. Is there any moment during the second day 
when she is at exactly the same point at exactly the same time as 
she was on the first day? Are you sure?

Bath-time
An old fashioned bath has two taps. One of  the taps would, on 
its own, fill the bath in ten minutes. The other tap would fill it in 
fifteen minutes. There is a waste pipe allowing the dirty water to 
flow away. The waste pipe can empty a full bath in seven and a 
half  minutes. If  the bath is empty and you turn on both taps but 
forget to put the plug in the waste pipe, will the bath fill up with 
water and if  so, how long will it take?

Rise to the occasion
G  S  O  G  ?
O  S  C  Y  ?
O  D  I  A  M  ?

Children love Sprouts
Two players. Draw 4 spots on a piece of  paper (marked A, B, C, D 
in the example – no need to use letters in a real game). Players 
take it in turn to draw a line from one dot to another (e.g. A to 
B) or back to the same dot (e.g. D to D). In doing so, they place 
another new dot somewhere along the line. Restrictions: No line 
can cross or touch either itself  or another line. The new dot must 
be along the line (it can’t be on top of  an existing dot). No dot can 
have more than three lines attached to it (D already has two lines 
attached) – any new spot will always have two lines attached to it. 
Last player to draw a valid line wins the game.
Variations: more initial dots, last player to draw a line loses

Comments and feedback to enigmardj@gmail.com
Answers next month.

http://www.cariocacricket.com/
http://www.cariocacricket.com/
mailto:cariocacricket@gmail.com
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By Alexander Corrie

For many of those living in Rio, including Brazilians and life-
long expats, the Friburgo side of the mountains is somewhat 
unknown. It’s a bit further than Itaipava and Teresópolis, 
but well worth the trip. If you get your timing right, you 
can head across the Rio-Niterói bridge and then the BR-101, 
but this route can get totally clogged up with weekend traffic 
for the Região dos Lagos. Instead, I’d recommend going 
around the back of the bay. Head towards Teresópolis and 
then veer off at Guapimirim, for the RJ-122 to Cachoeiras 
de Macacu. This is a very scenic and quiet stretch, running 
along the base of the mountains, through rolling grasslands 
and fancy racehorse stud farms. Occasionally you’ll slow 
down through villlages and may want to stop at a road-side 
café for a break: huge pastéis seem to be the thing. 

Bird watching and bananas

Before meeting the junction with the Itaboraí road (by 
the massive Brasil Kirin beer factory), you’ll see a sign 
for the village of Guapiaçú. If you’re interested in nature 
conservation and bird-watching, the Reserva Ecológica de 
Guapiaçú (REGUA) is worth a visit or overnight stay. This 
eco-tourism lodge draws visitors from overseas and the main 
activity here is going on walks and drives with professional 
wildlife guides, in search of native and migratory species. 
They’re also actively involved in habitat restoration and 
reforestation; you’ll see environmental volunteers and a 
native tree nursery. 

I tend to pass straight through the little town of Cachoeiras 
de Macacu, but before doing so, stop off at one of the 
roadside fruit stalls. Bananas are everywhere and you can get 
a massive bunch for a few reais. A bit further on, just before 
you start climbing the mountains towards Friburgo, the BR 
petrol station has a collection of restaurants, the smartest of 
which has a back deck overlooking the tumbling river. 

Three Peaks State Park

The forest proper starts here and marks the lower boundary of 
the Parque Estadual dos Três Picos. The park headquarters is 
just beyond the first toll. Its small museum is worth visiting; 
the photographs are beautiful and they can point you in the 
direction of nearby walking trails and waterfalls in Boca 

do Mato. Established in 2002, there is little written about 
the park, and it doesn’t appear on many maps. Bordering 
the Parque Nacional da Serra dos Órgãos in Teresópolis, it 
extends beyond Friburgo and down to the coastal plains, 
making it Rio de Janeiro’s largest state park. Named after the 
three granite peaks (Três Picos) that rise up in cluster to over 
2300 metres, this is home to the highest point in the state 
and indeed the pinnacle of the entire Serra do Mar mountain 
chain, which stretches to Santa Catarina. 

The Swiss influence in Mury

The drive up the hill to Friburgo is stunning, with forest all 
around, and you soon notice the drop in temperature. At the 
top, you reach the start of Mury, with its distinctly Germanic 
feel, following a hidden river along the roadside. This stretch 
is a “circuito gastronômico”, local specialities being fondues, 
smoked trout, home-brewed beers, shortbread-y biscuits 
and cheeses. At one of the speed traps, a sign points left over 
a bridge and then it’s the first right along a dirt track to the 
Trilhas do Araçarí restaurant. A charming wooden house 
with tables in the garden, they serve good home-cooked 
vegetarian food: mushroom risotto, bean dishes and so on. 
There’s a hammock to lie in, organic vegetables to pick and 
their malty beer to taste. 

In the hills around Mury and on the country road towards 
Lumiar is where you’ll find small country pousadas. Rustic 
in style, they typically have log fires, landscaped gardens, 
river-fed pools and hummingbirds, in addition to walking 
trails through the forest. Some have no mobile phone signal 

In and around the Friburgo area

The Great Outdoors

Pause for Reflection

Produce stall, Cachoeiras de Macacu Hydrangeas on a country lane

Men often don’t pay enough attention 
to their health. Prostate cancer is a very 
real threat, and it’s important to know 
that if caught early, it can be cured.

Doctors recommend that men age 50 
and older be screened annually. Those 
with a family history of prostate cancer 
should begin screening even earlier.

FIGHT PROSTATE CANCER

or internet, so they really are a place to unwind, disconnect 
and escape. For the adventurous, you can explore miles of 
dirt roads through uncharted forested mountains. It’s a super 
area for mountain-biking, swimming in rivers and hiking.

Lingerie & Caledonian peaks in Friburgo

Friburgo is, rather oddly, the lingerie capital of Brazil. Row 
upon row of shops and huge posters of scantily clad women 
can be seen around the area of the bus terminus on the Mury-
Friburgo road. Not to be left out, male underwear also seems 
to be on the rise. Originally, Friburgo must have been a quaint 
little town, but apart from a few early 20th-century buildings 
in the old square, the city is nowadays mainly a sprawl of 
ugly concrete buildings and hillside favelas. Nevertheless, in 
the centre you’ll find some nice bakeries, coffee shops and 
a friendly provincial feel. Also, from the main roundabout, 
the drive up Pico da Caledônia is recommended. From its 
2257-metre peak you get incredible panoramic views. Going 
the other way through Friburgo, along the canal road, you’ll 
eventually get to a sign for Teresópolis on the left. 

The Swiss House and Giant Granite Walls

The road curves through patchy forest areas, farming villages 
and bright green fields of lettuces and assorted horticulture. 
After about 15km, on your right (and it’s hard to miss), 
you’ll see the Casa Suiça, a long wooden-shuttered building, 
which wouldn’t look out of place in the Bernese Oberland. 
Serving as a Swiss cultural centre, it has a fascinating little 
museum focusing on the history of Swiss immigration to 
the Friburgo area. The first settlers came in 1819, mainly 
from the Fribourg canton. Over 200 families crossed the 

world and, after a brief stay in Rio, made their journey on 
horseback up the mountains, where they lived a precarious 
existence cultivating an unfamiliar and isolated area. In 
keeping with all things Swiss, next door is a shop selling 
delicious chocolates and cheeses, made on-site. They’re so 
good that, in a reversal of what most expats do, I send them 
back to Europe. A bit further on, there’s a left turn to the Três 
Picos themselves. The tarmac eventually turns into a dirt 
track as you approach the peaks. Then there’s a walking trail 
through grassy fields to the base of these three giant granite 
structures. To get to the top, you need to be an experienced 
rock climber. But you only need to be human to be stunned 
by what’s before you. 

Three peaks

Produção de Eventos

WWW.MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
DESIGNER DO UMBRELLA DESDE 1994

MARCIA@MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
TEL: 21 2522-0159

   1 in 6 men will get Prostate Cancer.
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Urban scene (1817): A rich man’s house, complete with macaw on 
his perch and prie dieux abutting the church, surrounded by human 
biodiversity. In the background is probably the Morro do Castelo, from 
whose mast signals were sent to approaching shipping. 

Roasted Coffee (1826) Slave women selling their masters’ home-grown, 
roasted coffee beans, in daily portions of some three heaped spoonsful, 
to their regular daily customers. 

Rio is 450 years old in 2015. We will 
hear about its celebrations and history 
everywhere and about every aspect of 
Carioca lives. Born under the sign of royalty, 
our city’s history is so mixed with Brazil’s 
that to learn about one is to learn about the 
other. Blame it on the 196 years of being the 
capital of the country – entry port from the 
outside world, culture disseminator, politics 
and administration berth.

History is addictive. The more you learn, 
the more you want to know. Once the 
questions “Why? When? How? What?” 
have, like bees, stung your investigative self, 
you are doomed. However, the antidote 
may be at hand. Professor Milton Teixeira 
is the know-it-all you need to hear about 
Rio--does he have stories to tell!

An historian and professor, Teixeira 
organizes groups for touring interesting 
places where important facts happened, 
and he tells us all that was cooking back 
then, for instance: the arrival of sugar cane 
and slaves in Rio; the shipping of gold 

extracted in Brazilian mines; the arrival of 
the Portuguese royal family; architectural 
trends and designs; the growth of our 
streets; and, last but not least, the selection 
as host for the Olympic Games next year.

With Professor Teixeira, gossip and hearsay 
are debated, fiction and reality are explicated 
about the birthplace of the happiest people 
in the world –Cariocas, of course. Places 
like Cosme Velho, Copacabana and 
Ipanema are visited. He tells us about the 
birth of Bossa Nova, what transportation in 
Rio was like a long time ago, and explains 
how colonial hygiene and sanitation 
worked. The Professor is concerned about 
the city’s preservation and points out 
beautiful and historical buildings that have 
been neglected. He shows us the difference 
between the republican and colonial 
developments in loco. According to Milton 
Teixeira, you have to go out to “be able to 
really know about the surroundings”.

Teixeira’s pupils can learn why Rio’s mayors 
and governors were, until recently, always 

NAN CARIOCA
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from the opposition political party: it was 
a loud and clear protest by Carioca voters 
against the powers that transferred the 
capital of Brazil to the centre of the country. 
Losing our “ruling and reigning” status was 
hard to swallow.

Milton Teixeira frequently appears in 
interviews on FM BandNews and his 
interchanges with the in-house trio of 
journalists during the morning news are 
extremely interesting. The radio station 
also sponsors some of the Professor’s 
outings and, as this is being written, there 
is one scheduled for March 1st: a boat will 
sail the waters in front of the city centre, 
Glória, Flamengo, Botafogo, etc to celebrate 
the 450th birthday of Rio de Janeiro. Sadly, 
due to production deadlines, Umbrella 
readers will not be able to go on this voyage. 
However, Prof. Teixeira has many other 
roadmaps to explore and information is 
given by the telephone numbers 21 2527-
9129 and 999-522-789. One tip: his lessons 
are free; however, be prepared to walk, 
come rain or shine.

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA
THE OFFICIAL ENGLISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER IN RIO

TEL: 21 2537-6695   EMAIL: BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR

Postcards from the Edge of 
the Century

Will the postcard survive the digital 
age? Probably not, which is a shame. 
These bits of coloured cardboard to 
which foreign stamps are glued at 

leisure by sun-scorched holidaymakers have a rich history. 
From the cartoon naughty nude on Brighton beach to stilted 
portraits of historical heroes atop improbable horses, they 
always tell a story, even if many actually say no more than 
“wish you were here.” Back in 1900, postcards had been 
in existence for over 50 years, but were a novidade to the 
residents of Rio. Postcards dating from the first 30 years 
of the last century are on display at the Centro Cultural 
da Justiça at Av. Rio Branco 241 (use the Pedro Lessa 
exit from the Cinelândia metro), as part of the Rio 450 
Committee’s celebrations of the city’s birthday. Through 
the exhibit you can experience the huge transformation the 
city was undergoing, and see it through the eyes of others, 
one hundred years ago. Nurture the secret deltiologist that 
lurks within us all. Hours are from noon to 7 pm, daily 
except Mondays, until the end of March. 

Make the most of being at the Centro Cultural da Justiça 
to visit Alcyr Cavalcanti’s The Image Hunter exhibition. A 
photojournalist whose work has been broadly published 
across the Brazilian press, it a subtle irony that he never 
had a camera until he received one in payment of a debt. 
Philosophy and anthropology were his fields of formal 
study, and provide him with a special vision of the world 
about us. 

Debret takes over the Centro Cultural 
Correios

It was a fortunate day for Rio when Jean-Baptise Debret 
sailed into the Bay, some eight years after the installation 
of the Portuguese court here in 1808. He would become the 
city’s most prolific portraitist, his artistic output recording 
every aspect of life in the city – and other parts of Brazil 
– in sympathetic, richly detailed observations. Debret 

would not have understood the concept of a “no-go zone;” 
nothing escaped his vision, or his understanding. Fruit, 
flowers, vistas, costermongers, masters, slaves, the mighty 
and the meek, all were painted or drawn by him, and 
provide a uniquely accurate and aesthetically magnificent 
record of the city he came to love.

One of the flagship events commemorating the city’s 
450th Anniversary is an unusually large display of Debret’s 
work. 120 works from the Museus Castro Maya collection 
will be on display at the Centro Cultural Correios at R. 
Visconde de Itaboraí 20, from March 5 to May 3, daily 
except Mondays from noon to 7pm. Sponsorship is by 
the Correios and the Ministry of Culture, and overall 
management is by Artepadilla. The curator of the exhibit is 
Ana Paola Baptista, and she has this to say about the artist: 
“Debret is the major diarist of life in Brazil in the first half 
of the 1800s through his experience and documentation of 
the emergence of Brazil as a nation.”

Here’s a sneak peek of some of the works on display. And 
if your appetite is whetted for time travel through familiar 
landscapes, beg or buy a copy of Julio Bandeira and Pedro 
Corrêa do Lago’s masterwork, Debret no Brazil, (Ed. 
Capivara). 

Culture Vulture
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.Letters to the Editor

January 4th 2015 we were shocked to hear that Judith had passed 
away suddenly in her sleep, the night before. It is always a shock 
when a dearly loved and much younger friend has gone before us.

I had known Judith for almost all the 42 years we had lived in 
Rio de Janeiro. Judith had married her husband John in 1970, 
and with their young children Stephen and Rebecca were living 
in Araras, Petropolis. They served as missionaries through Tear 
Fund and SAMS helping at Boys Town; John was Minister to a 
small Anglican/Episcopal congregation in Petrópolis.

In 1978 they moved to Curitiba for a full time ministry in the 
Anglican/Episcopal church of St. James. Their 3rd child Naomi 
was born there. As my husband was working as an engineer in 
Curitiba for about three years at that time, we got to know John 
and Judith and family pretty well. Judith was very much a “hands-
on” minister’s wife, working together with John in the parish as 
well as raising their young family, and always very hospitable. We 
had many happy times and wonderful meals in their home.

Judith helped the Evangelical Sisters of Mary to set up their 
Mission in Curitiba in both practical and spiritual ways, and this 
Mission continues there to this day.

Edgar Nicholls, together with his wife Amy, had successfully cared 
for the Boys Town orphanage.  Shortly before his death, Edgar 
told Roy and me that the Chaplain of Christ Church was about 
to leave, and suggested John Saunders as a possible replacement. 
Happily, John and Judith responded to the call to Christ Church 
and were then with us in Rio for several years, returning to the 
UK only in 1991.

During those years, working with Judith, I came to know 
many facets of her ministry, visiting the Niteroi Rest Home 
and the faithful members of the congregation in Niteroi, 
conducting prayer ministry in Rio as well as attending 
meetings and conferences in many places, including England 
and Scotland.

Judith also developed a strong ministry with the young people 
in Christ Church, from which my own teenagers very much 
benefitted. She was a committed participant in the Altar Guild 
and even more so in the WDA.

Judith was a woman of faith and prayer and a very practical 
Christian too!

We missed the family when they returned to the UK in 1991 but 
kept in close touch, visiting with them many times in England 
when the opportunity arose. There I saw how Judith’s ministry 
continued as she became a qualified Lay Reader and developed a 
worldwide counselling ministry.

All three of their children are happily married, having blessed 
them with nine grandchildren all of whom will miss their 
grandmother very much. I am already missing my dear friend 
but rejoice to know that she is with her Lord and Saviour, Jesus 
Christ whom she served so faithfully during her life.

We continue to pray for John and the family in their loss.

Noreen M. Smith

JUDITH SAUNDERS 
A SADLY MISSED FRIEND and  SISTER to me.

of their sense of humor or the beauty of their beaches, but of 
something far more important: their Society. 

I write these days not to change minds but to try to make people 
reflect. Often I get feedback that makes me reflect as well. Even 
if neither of us changes our mind at bare minimum we have 
put another opinion in our brains that may influence future 
thoughts. More often than not, differing opinions produce new 
knowledge or more 
moderate views from 
both sides. 

Yours faithfully, 

Bruce A. Healey

[Historical note: The 
writer’s wife, Melanie, is 
the daughter of Michael 
and Heather Liddle. 
Heather’s step-father 
was Leo C Derick-Jehu, 
OBE. Leo was Chairman 
of the BCS in 1975.]

.Letters to the Editor
Dear Umbrella Editors,

I have a dear friend Gerald Cort (English, 
living in England, retired) who is looking 
for his half sister. I do not speak Portugese 
so am struggling.

The background is that my friend Gerald, 
his father (Leslie Henry Cort) and his 
mother went to Brazil for Leslie’s work in 
about 1949.

When Gerald and his mother went back to 
England, his father was meant to have ti-
died up his business affairs and followed. 
Instead, he stayed in Brazil with his secre-
tary and had another child, a daughter. We 
are not sure if they married or not.

Gerald’s mother was understandably very 
bitter and contact was lost with his father. 
Now Gerald’s mother has passed away, so 
Gerald would dearly like to find his sister.

We do not know her mother’s name, nor his 
half sister’s name.

I am attaching a 1968 visa application, and 
I found a record online (Correio da Ma-
nha 10 July 1970) that a mass was said at 
Christ Church “Rezam-se hoje as seguin-
tes: de 7o dia, às 11h, na Igreja Inglesa, 
Rua Real Grandeza, 99, por alma de Leslie 
H Cort.”

I thought maybe there would be a record of 
who his daugther is. Perhaps even a graves-
tone with the information on?

Perhaps one of your older parishioners mi-
ght even remember him?

Please let me know if you are able to help 
at all.

If someone does know anything about 
Gerald’s sister, please contact the Christ 
Church secretary at: chchurch@terra.
com.br .

Thank you very much in anticipation,

Fiona Bensley 

...........................................................................

Dear Editors,

I wanted to thank you for your recent 
review of my book, “Small Dreams of a 
Tarantula: The Musings of a Brazilian 
Lost in the American Midwest”. Please 
note that the book is available from 
Amazon as an E-Book, and is available 
on the Brazilian Amazon site. 

As you mention, I  – and my family – 
are originally from Rio, and will always 
have a soft spot for Brazil. I personally 
will always miss the Brazilian people, 
their sense of humor and the beauty of 
the country. It is only once you remove 
yourself from a country that you can 
look back and evaluate the pros and 
cons of the entire experience. Fear not, 
there is plenty I complain about in the 
United States, as you can read about 
in my book. Certainly, corruption and 
crime exist here too.

But there are differences. Government 
is, by and large, local – where it 
directly touches the citizen. I can walk 

into my local village hall, and the 
police chief is an employee of the 
Mayor. If I call the police, they are 
funded mainly by my property tax, 
and their equipment, their response 
time and their professionalism is 
a reflection of the town council 
I elected. If I don’t like what I see, 
change is easier to implement than it 
is in Brazil and certainly complaints 
are easier to file. But perhaps the 
biggest difference I see between 
here and Brazil is that here,  justice 
works. A case filed today will be 
heard in my lifetime. If I commit 
a crime, justice is swiftly served. If 
I am wronged, I have a viable legal 
recourse. To me, at least, this is the 
biggest single failing of Brazilian 
Society: we (yes, I am responsible 
too, since I lived there as a citizen for 
many years) have singularly failed to 
demand and organize a legal system 
that works. About the only thing you 
can say about the current system in 
Brazil is that it probably discourages 
frivolous lawsuits (except in the case 
of Labor Law) because no-one wants 
to be caught up in a legal system that 
will consume years of your life and 
much of your money for an outcome 
that is far from certain to be just.

There is no perfect country, far less 
a perfect society. There is much to 
love in Brazil, and among Brazilians. 
As a society, we must recognize 
that there is a price to be paid for 
accepting the way things are with a 
shrug of the shoulders and a pois é. 
The dangerous attitude of “What’s 
the point of saying anything?” which 
I heard in Brazil, and (alarmingly) 
increasingly here as well, is nothing 
less than acceptance of evil and the 
condemnation of our children to 
life in a society that is worse off, 
because of our failure to speak out. 
The Nobel Laureate Eli Wiesel once 
said “When you see evil and you do 
nothing, you say nothing, you are 
as guilty as the man who pulls the 
trigger”. It doesn’t take much to speak 
out.  The refusal to pay a bribe. The 
insistence on a receipt. The demand 
to be treated with respect by a public 
servant. Collectively, these small 
acts make a difference. From these 
small beginnings Brazilians can and 
should make themselves proud, not 

In memoriam

Douglas Guy McNair
1928 — 2015

A true gentleman

Rest in Peace
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Calendar

DEADLINE 
for our April 2015 issue 
is Monday, 23rd March

PSYCHOTHERAPY
VIVIANE RICHARDSON

CliniCal PsyChologist. ExPEriEnCE with ExPatriatEd 
and cross-cultural issues. 

lived many years overseas: canada, singapore, uK and usa. 
practice at Botafogo - rua voluntários da pária 190. 

appointment By phone +55 (21) 99966.9494 
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

If you want to drink, that’s your business.
If you want to stop, that’s ours.

Contact  Alcoholics Anonymous 
aario.org - Richard (21) 99867 8377

Don’t miss your Umbrella!
Always keep your address updated.
Contact the BCS Office: 21 2537-6695

MARCH 

06 Friday - AmSoc Happy Hour

21 Saturday - AmSoc Pancake Breakfast (OLM)

21 Saturday - BCS Quiz Night (Hall)

28 Saturday - OLM International Festival

APRIL

03 Good Friday Holiday

04 Saturday - CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

05 Sunday – Easter

07 Tuesday - BCS AGM (Jubilee Hall)

12 Sunday - Street Child World Cup Day of Inclusion

21 Tuesday - Tiradentes Holiday

23 Thursday - São Jorge Holiday (Rio only)

30 International Jazz Day, Jubilee Hall

MAY 

01 Friday - Workers’ Day Holiday

1-3 CCC National Championships, Curitiba

29-31 CCC Tour to Santiago, Chile

30 Saturday - America’s Day Celebration (EARJ Gavea)

JUNE 

04 Thursday - Corpus Christi Holiday

13 Saturday - Queen’s Birthday Party (Jubilee Hall)

27 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

JULY

3 TBS Last day of Term 1

18-19 CCC vs Chile, Itaguaí

AUGUST

3 TBS First day of Term 2

SEPTEMBER

5 CCC vs. São Paulo, Itaguaí

5 Beatles Night (tbc) 

07 Monday - Independence Day Holiday

OCTOBER

10 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

12 Monday - N. Sa. Aparecida Holiday

12-16 TBS Half Term Break

NOVEMBER

02 Monday All Souls’ Day Holiday

7-8 CCC National Championships, Itaguaí

15 Sunday - Republic Day Holiday

20 Friday - Dia da Consciência Negra Holiday (Rio only)

27 CCC End of Year Party & Awards

DECEMBER

12 Saturday BCS Christmas Lunch (Hall)

18 TBS Last day of Term 2

25 Friday – Christmas Day


